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Abstract. A nonlinearly constrained optimization problem can be solved by the exact penalty approach involving nondifferentiable
functions
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. In [11], a trust region affine scaling approach based on a 2-norm subproblem is
proposed for solving a nonlinear  1 problem. The (quadratic) approximation and the trust region subproblem are defined using
affine scaling techniques. Explicit sufficient decrease conditions are proposed to obtain a limit point satisfying complementarity,
dual feasibility, and second order optimality. In this paper, we present the global convergence properties of this new approach.
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1. Introduction. In [11], a trust region and affine scaling approach, based on a trust region subproblem
with a 2-norm bound constraint, is proposed for solving a nonlinear  1 problem:
min

ϒ  defﬁﬀﬃﬂ  ﬀ 1 ! #"(1.1)
where
 
 : $&%(')$ and ﬂ * def,+-ﬂ 1 * ; ././. ;
ﬂ10
2 : $3%4'5$
0
are twice continuously differentiable
functions.
Increasingly, trust region methods have become an attractive tool for unconstrained minimization [7].
Unfortunately, there is far less research on trust region methods for nonlinearly constrained minimization.
Although trust region methods for nonlinear equality constrained problems have been suggested [2, 3, 15, 16],
we are not aware of any trust region method, with explicit conditions on the steps for achieving optimality,
for general nonlinearly constrained minimization including inequalities. We believe that the new trust region
and affine scaling approach described in [11] offers, via exact nondifferentiable penalty functions, a trust
region approach for a general nonlinearly constrained minimization.
The novelties of the approach proposed in [11] are the following. Firstly, affine scaling is employed
to overcome the difficulty of nondifferentiability. Moreover, it is used to obtain a simple quadratic which
provides, asymptotically, a second-order approximation to the nondifferentiable  1 function. Secondly, a
trust region subproblem with a 2-norm bound constraint, whose solution can asymptotically yield sufficient
decrease, is employed. Thirdly, explicit conditions for complementarity, dual feasibility, and second-order
optimality are proposed. The new approach is a further development of some of our previous research on
solving simpler problems including linear  1 [5], 76 [4], 8 -th norm minimization [10], and minimizing a
nonlinear function with bound constraints [6].
Affine scaling, which has recently attracted a great deal of attention for linear programming problems
(e.g.,[8, 1]), plays an important role in the proposed method. It is essential for deriving a second-order ap-
proximation to the nonlinear nondifferentiable  1 function. It is indispensable in the trust region subproblem
for handling nondifferentiability, generating sufficient decrease and maintaining second-order approxima-
tion to the nondifferentiable objective function. In addition, it facilitates satisfaction of the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions.
The proposed method works in a surprisingly similar fashion to a trust region method for unconstrained
minimization. At each iteration, an affine scaling (diagonal) matrix 9;: is chosen to ensure a step can be
generated for both complementarity and dual feasibility. A trust region subproblem with a 2-norm bound
constraint is then approximately solved to determine a step based on second-order information. A second-
order approximation to the change of the nonlinear  1 objective function can be sufficiently decreased and the
agreement between the approximation and the original objective function is measured. Finally, according
to the agreement measurement, the trust region size ∆ : is adjusted in a simple fashion to ensure sufficient
reduction of the nonlinear  1 function at each iteration.
The main cost per iteration is an evaluation of the functions/gradients/Hessians of
 
* and ﬂ 
and computing an approximate solution to a trust region subproblem with a 2-norm bound constraint and
consistent linear equality constraints. Hence the techniques for solving a trust region subproblem, developed
for unconstrained minimization, can be readily applied.
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The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the global convergence properties of the trust region
affine scaling method (TRASM) proposed in [11]. In particular, we prove that the three explicit conditions
proposed in [11], (AC.1), (AC.2) and (AC.3) guarantee complementarity, dual feasibility and second-order
optimality. The global convergence analysis is carried out in a parallel fashion to that of trust region methods
for unconstrained minimization.
Notationally we use <.- to emphasize a dependence relation, e.g., =:>@?A:B depends on ?C: . Our
presentation follows many Matlab [12] notations. For example, a semicolon ; in +Dﬂ 1; ﬂ 2 2 is used to create
a column vector
E
ﬂ
1
ﬂ
2 F
while " in +Dﬂ 1 "
ﬂ
2 2 is used to create a row vector
+-ﬂ
1
ﬂ
2 2 . Matrices can be generated
by submatrices in the same fashion. In addition, given any GIHJ$
0
, diag @GK denotes an L -by- L diagonal
matrix with the vector M defining the diagonal entries in their natural order; NOGN denotes a vector of the same
dimension with the P th component equal N GRQSN . Moreover, for any nonsingular matrix TUHV$
0XWR0
and any
YZ
0, T\[ : denotes the inverse of T : , where T : is the Y -th power of T . The sign function is defined as
below:
sgn  ﬂ Q  def ]^^
_
^
^`
1 if ﬂ Q
Z
0 "
1 if ﬂ Q  0 "
a 1 if ﬂ Qcb 0 d
(1.2)
We also make the following smoothness and compactness assumptions throughout the presentation:
Given an initial point  0 He$ % , we assume that the level set f of ϒ  is compact, where f def
hg
 : VH
$
% and ϒ *3i ϒ  0 Sj . The functions  * and
ﬂ
 are assumed to be at least continuously differentiable
in f .
2. Review of the Method TRASM. The main components of algorithm TRASM are motivated in
great detail in [11]. In this section, we summarize the method.
Algorithm TRASM maintains an approximation Γ :@Mk to the change of the original nonlinear  1 function.
This approximation is globally first-order and can be asymptotically second-order. The algorithm works in
the usual trust region fashion: compute a step M: , based on a trust region subproblem with a 2-norm bound
constraint, which yields a sufficient reduction of the approximation Γ :K@Mk . The approximation Γ : and step
M#: are chosen to achieve sufficient reduction for complementarity and dual feasibility. A correction step lm:
can be computed if second-order optimality is desired. If Γ :@M#:B approximates well to the change of the
nonlinear  1 objective function, a step is taken and computation proceeds to the next iteration. Otherwise,
the trust region size is reduced and the computation proceeds. This model algorithm is summarized in FIG.
1. Details of each step are described subsequently.
Affine Scaling Matrices ?C: , nA: and 9h: . The diagonal matrix 9o: is defined to be either ?C: or nA:
and ?A: is a measurement of the distance to the nondifferentiable curves:
?A:
def diag g N ﬂ :pN
1
2
jRd(2.1)
The affine scaling matrix nC: is considered to ensure dual feasibility. It depends on the Lagrangian
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TRASM (Trust Region and Affine Scaling Method):
Let 0 brqsbutvb 1 and 0 b!w 1 b 1 b!w 2.
For
Y
 0 " 1 "/./.#.
Step 1 Choose 9h: between ?C: and nA: ;
Step 2 Compute M/: and Γ :>M#: ;
Step 3 If M/:sHyxz: and Γ :K@M#:{ }| :~@M#:B , compute l: on the curve

: ; Otherwise, l:  M#: ;
Step 4 Compute 
:

ϒ *:

l:B
a ϒ :
Γ :>@M/:
;
If

:
Z
q then set :ﬃ 1

:

l: . Otherwise set :ﬃ 1

: ;
Step 5 Update ∆ : as below:
1. If

:Cirq then set ∆ :ﬃ 1 He 0 "w 1∆ :k2d
2. If

:CHeq"t then set ∆ :ﬃ 1 H
+
w 1∆ :K" ∆ :/2@d
3. If

:Cut then
set ∆ :ﬃ 1 H
+ ∆ :>"w 2∆ :#2 .
FIG. 1. A Trust Region and Affine Scaling Method for a Nonlinear  1 Problem
vector of multipliers =:@?A: , which is a least squares solution to
E)
:
a
?A:
F
=
LS
a
EX
 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
0
F
"(2.2)
where the Jacobian matrix

:
def 
:B with


defŁ+  ﬂ
1 ﬃ"/.#./.S"

ﬂ10
*2H$
%
WR0
.
As analyzed in [11], the Kuhn-Tucker conditions can be expressed as below:
]^
^
_
^
^`

1=

a


 
*


 sgn  ﬂ 1#"
a diag SN ﬂ N 12 1=  0 "
a 2 i diag  sgn  ﬂ 1=i 0 "
(2.3)
where  def+ 1; .#./. ; 1 2H$
0
. The first two equations in (2.3) are referred to as the complementarity condition
and the inequality a 2 si diag  sgn  ﬂ 11=(i 0 is called dual feasibility. Furthermore, we say that the strict
complementarity condition is satisfied at a point  if N ﬂ N

min g NO=N"N diag  sgn  ﬂ 1=

2 >N-j
Z
0.
Let  be a small positive number (e.g.,   10 [ 3). Define the set  as the indices of the functions ﬂ Q which
are approaching zero, relative to the corresponding multipliers with a tolerance  , but the corresponding
multipliers =p:
Q
@?A: predict that they should not:
:
defgS
: either @=:S>@?A:B sgn  ﬂ :
Z 0 and N ﬂ :NRbuN =p:#>@?A:kNO(2.4)
or =p:  @?A:B sgn  ﬂ :  3b a 2 and N ﬂ :  NbupN 2

=p:

?A: sgn  ﬂ :  kNOSjRd
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Identify a function ﬂ :k , among : , which is the “closest” to a nondifferentiable curve: N ﬂ :/SN def min SN ﬂ :  N :

Hv: . Define the diagonal scaling matrix n: as below:
n:
defo ?A: if :
} ;
n:
QQ

?A:
QQ
" Pz¡
£¢
and nA:

 1 otherwise d
(2.5)
The definition of nC:k  1 may seem arbitrary. However, this choice works well in our computations; we
assume nA: 
 1 for simplicity.
Subsequently, we denote 9o: , which is either ?C: or n: , as the scaling matrix under consideration.
For notation simplicity, if a quantity depends on 9¤: , this dependence is implicitly assumed. For example,
we use ¥: to denote the orthogonal projector onto the null space of + ¦
:
"
a
9h:#2 , while ¥§:K¨nA: denotes the
orthogonal projector onto the null space of + ¦
:
"
a
n:/2 . Similarly, we use + © : ; ªp:2 to denote the projection
of the augmented gradient to the null space of +
§¦
:
"
a
9h:#2 , i.e.,
¯
©
:
def
E
©
:
ªp:
F
def
a
¥§:
E

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
0
F
d(2.6)
The following assumption is made to ensure proper determination of © : .
(AS.1)
E


a
?v
F
and
E


a
nv
F
have full rank in f .
Let «:@Mk denote the following piecewise linear approximation to the nonlinear  1 objective function:
«:>@M
def 
 
¦
:
M

ﬀﬃﬂ
:


¦
:
M
ﬀ
1 a
ﬀﬃﬂ
:
ﬀ
1 d(2.7)
The affine scaling matrix 9h: can be selected based on reduction of the first-order approximation «:>@M
incurred by the projected gradients © :?A: and © :¨nA: . It is clear that nA: and ?A: differ only by one
diagonal element; this can be exploited computationally. An interested reader is referred to [11] for an
example of determining 9o: .
Approximation Γ :K@Mk . At each iteration, an approximation Γ :K@Mk is chosen to approximate the change
of the nonlinear  1 function ϒ * .
Let ¬z: denote an approximation to the Lagrangian Hessian of (1.1):
¬z:®­

2
 
:


2ﬀﬃﬂ
:
ﬀ
1 
0
¯
Q¨° 1
=p:
Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
"
where =p: is a solution to the least squares problem:
E

:
a
9ﬁ:
F
=
LS
a
E

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :{
0
F
d(2.8)
In [11], the approximation Γ :>Mk is selected as either a piecewise linear «:@Mk or a (extended) piecewise
quadratic:
Γ :K@Mk defo
either «:@Mﬃ"
or «:@M

1
2 M
¦
¬z:M{d
(2.9)
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Let xz: denote the following region corresponding to a first-order sign restriction:
xz:
defg
M : diag  ﬂ :B# ﬂ :


¦
:
M± 0 jRd(2.10)
When

2ﬂ
:
Q
is available, let | :@M denote the quadratic
|
:@Mk
def 
 
¦
:
M

sgn  ﬂ :
¦

¦
:
M

1
2
M
¦

2
 
:M

1
2
M
¦
0
¯
Q¨° 1
=p:
Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
Md(2.11)
If is clear that, if Γ :>Mk  «:@Mk

1
2 M
¦
¬z:M , ¬z:


2
 
:


2ﬀﬃﬂ
:
ﬀ
1 
 
0
Q¨° 1 =p: Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
and M#:yH(xz: , then
Γ :>@M is the simple quadratic | :@M .
Let +D² : ; ¯² :#2 be an orthonormal basis for the null space of +
 ¦
:
"
a
9h:k2 , where ² :yH!$&%
W
% and ¯² :vH
$
0W
% . Assume further that
E

:
a
9h:
F

E´³
:
¯
³
:
F¶µ
:K" where
³
:CHv$
%
W{0
"
¯
³
:CH$
0W{0
and
E´³
:
¯
³
:
F
is orthonormal d(2.12)
Let ·:@Mk denote the following addition to the first-order change ﬂ :

¦
:
M of ﬂ  at : :
·:>@M
def
a¹¸º
º»
1
2 M
¦m
2ﬂ
: 1 M
.
.
.
1
2 M
¦

2ﬂ
:
0
M
¼D½
½
¾
" for any MH$ % d(2.13)
Assume that MCH($3%"À¿ÁHJ$
0
satisfy equality constraints: ?:#¿ a

¦
:
M
 0, i.e., M Â² :Ã . Let l:>@M
denote the parametric quadratic curve:

:
Âg
l:K@Mk : l:@Mk
def
M

³
:
µ
[
¦
:
·:@Mﬃ"M
}²
:Ã~jRd
The following theorem, proved in [11], states that Γ :>Mk is at least a first-order approximation to
ϒ *:

M
a ϒ *:k and the approximation can achieve second-order accuracy asymptotically.
THEOREM 2.1. [Theorem 3.5 in [11]] Assume that the functions
 
 and ﬂ  are twice continuously
differentiable on the compact level set f and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. Assume that g :Rj
converges to Ä , where :ﬃ 1

:

l:K@M#:B , with l:>@M/:  M#:

³
:
µ
[
¦
:
·:>@M/: and

¦
:
M/:
a
9h:k¿Å:
 0.
Then
ϒ :

l:
a ϒ :  Γ :>@M/:
rÆ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
2 #"
where Γ : is defined by (2.9). Moreover, if, for sufficiently large
Y
, 9;:  ?A: , ¬z: 

2
 
:


2ﬀﬃﬂ
:
ﬀ
1 
 
0
Q¨° 1 =p: Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
, Γ :>Mk  «:@M

1
2 M
¦
¬z:M and M/:Hyxz: , then
ϒ :

l:
a ϒ :  Γ :>@M/:
rÆ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ 2
2 #d
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The Trust Region Subproblem. The following trust region subproblem is derived in [11] to provide
sufficient reductions for approximations:
minÇ1È ÉÊ

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :1
¦
M/:

1
2
M
¦
¬z:BM

1
2
¿
¦Ë
:¿
subject to 
¦
:
M
a
9ﬁ:#¿
 0(2.14)
ﬀ
E
M
¿
F
ﬀ
2 i ∆ :Kd
Asymptotically, the solution + 8: ; Ì:2 of this subproblem is closely related to the Newton step of some
nonlinear equations for fast local convergence [11].
Explicit Conditions for Optimality. Now we describe the acceptance conditions on the steps for
producing sufficient decrease. First, we introduce some additional notations.
Let Ψ :~@M"À¿\ denote the following extended piecewise quadratic for the quadratic objective function in
the trust region subproblem (2.14):
Ψ :@M{"¿\ def «:@M

1
2 M
¦
¬z:M

1
2 ¿
¦
Ë
:k¿C"
Ë
:
def diag N =:pN #d
(2.15)
Given M/:HÍ$ % and ¿¶:(Hr$
0
such that 9h:#¿Å: a
¦
:
M#:
 0, we can compute the stepsizes Î: and
ˇÎ§: which are the smallest and second smallest stepsizes along M: to the boundary of the first-order sign
restriction region x®: :
Î§:
def
min g a Ï@Ð

Ñ
Ï@ÐSÒ

Ç
Ð
: a Ï@Ð

Ñ
Ï@ÐSÒ

Ç
Ð
Z
0 " 1 iuP3iuLJjR"
ˇÎ§:
def
min g a Ï@Ð

Ñ
Ï@Ð
Ò

Ç
Ð
: a Ï@Ð

Ñ
Ï@Ð
Ò

Ç
Ð
Z
Î§:K" 1 iuP±iuLjRd
(2.16)
Let the superscript Ó denote the minimum value within the trust region while the superscript Ô denote
the minimum value within the trust region and the sign restriction region x\: .
Specifically, denote these minimum values of Ψ :K@M"À¿\ as below:
Ψ Õ
:
+
M/:K"À¿Å:k2
def Ψ :*ÖKÕ
:
M#:K"1ÖKÕ
:
¿Å:{
def
min ×Ø 0
g Ψ :ÖM/:R"1Ö¿Å:B : Öyi ˇÎ§:>" ﬀ Ö
E
M#:
¿¶:
F
ﬀ
2 i ∆ :>jR"
Ψ Ä
:
+
M/:K"À¿Å:k2
def Ψ :*Ö Ä
:
M#:K"1Ö
Ä
:
¿Å:{
def
min ×Ø 0
g Ψ :ÖM/:R"1Ö¿Å:B : :

ÖM#:Hxz:R"
ﬀ
Ö
E
M#:
¿Å:
F
ﬀ
2 i ∆ :RjRd
(2.17)
The approximation Γ : and M/: are chosen to satisfy the following sufficient decrease conditions:
7
Let 0 bÚÙ
Ï
Ç
"ÙÛÝÜ"ÙÞ"Ù 2
%
Ûsb 1 "Ù Ç
Z
0. Let + © :"ªp:/2 denote the projected gradient
(2.6) and + 8: ; Ì:2 be a global solution to (2.14). Assume that there exists ¿´:CH$
0
such that
¦
:
M/:
a
9ﬁ:#¿¶:
 0 and ﬀ M/: ﬀ 2 iuÙ Ç ∆ : . (Recall that 8: def 8:Rß9h: etc.)
(AC.1) Γ :>@M/:àbáÙ
Ï
Ç Ψ Ä
:
+ ©
:>@?A:Bﬃ"Sªp:>@?A:B2 ;
(AC.2) Γ :>@M/:àbáÙÛÝÜ ΨÕ
:
+ ©
:K¨nA:ﬃ"Sªp:{ßn:B2 ;
(AC.3) Γ :>@M/:rb,Ù 2
%
Û Ψ Ä
:
+
8:R"SÌﬃ:k2 . In addition, if Ψ Ä
:
+
8:"SÌ:2i
ÙÞ Ψ Õ
:
+ ©
:K"Sªp:#2 , then ¬´: 

2
 
:


2ﬀﬃﬂ
:
ﬀ
1 
 
0
Q¨° 1 =p: Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
,
Γ :>@M/: £| :~@M#:B and M/:AHxz: .
There are different ways to construct algorithms in the model given. An example algorithm satisfying
the conditions (AC.1), (AC.2) and (AC.3) is described in [11]. We subsequently prove that the conditions
(AC.1), (AC.2) and (AC.3) lead to optimality. Specifically, (AC.1) is necessary for complementarity; (AC.2)
for dual feasibility; (AC.3) for second-order optimality. Since the conditions (AC.1) and (AC.2) can be
satisfied without the availability of the Hessians of ﬂ * , first-order optimality can be obtained without
knowledge of the second-order information.
3. Global Convergence Properties. In this section, we study the global convergence properties of
algorithm TRASM in FIG. 1.
The main results are in Theorems 3.6, 3.8 and 3.14. Assume that the level set f is compact, ﬂ *
and
 
 are continuously differentiable and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. We subsequently
prove that, if the reduction of the approximation Γ :>M#: satisfies (AC.1), then every limit point satisfies
the complementarity condition (see Theorem 3.6). If the reduction of the approximation Γ :>@M/: satisfies
both (AC.1) and (AC.2) and strict complementarity holds, then every limit point satisfies the first-order
necessary conditions (see Theorem 3.8). Assuming strict complementarity condition and twice continuous
differentiability of
 
 and ﬂ  , if the reduction of the approximation Γ :K@M#: satisfies both (AC.1), (AC.2)
and (AC.3), then there exists at least one limit point at which the first and second-order necessary conditions
are all satisfied (see Theorem 3.14).
From (2.6) and (2.8), it is easy to verify that
¯
©
:

a

E

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :B
0
F
a
E

:
a
9ﬁ:
F
=p:

a
E

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ : a

:=p:
9h:=p:
F
d(3.1)
The following Lemma 3.1 from [11] will be repeatedly used.
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that the level set f Âg  : ϒ *3i ϒ  0 Sj is compact. Let
g
:j be any sequence
in f . Assume that the full rank assumption (1) holds. Then
1. If
 
 and ﬂ Q  are continuously differentiable, then the multiplier function =: is bounded, i.e.,
8
there exists âã such that
ﬀ
=p:
ﬀ
2 irâã ;
2. If
 
 and ﬂ Q are twice continuously differentiable and
¦
:
M
a
9ﬁ:/¿
 0, then
ﬀ
l
a
M
ﬀ
2
äﬀ
E´³
:
¯
³
:
F¶µ
[
¦
:
·:K@Mk
ﬀ
2
æå

ﬀ
M
ﬀ 2
2 ﬃd
We first prove Theorem 3.6: the complementarity condition is satisfied at every limit point. Assume
that the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. The complementarity condition is satisfied at  Ä if and only if the
orthogonal projection of the argumented gradient +

 
Ä


Ä sgn  ﬂ Äﬃ ; 0 2 onto the null space of +

Ä
¦
"
a
?IÄ<2
is zero. Similarly, based on Lemma 3.3 in [11], under the additional strict complementarity condition, dual
feasibility holds if and only if the orthogonal projection of the argumented gradient +

 
Ä


Ä sgn  ﬂ Äﬃ ; 0 2
on to the null space of +

Ä
¦
"
a
nÊÄÀ2 is zero. Since the argumented gradient +

 



 sgn  ﬂ 1 ; 0 2 is
not a continuous function, we need to examine the asymptotic behavior of these projections.
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds and g :{j is any sequence in f which
converges to  Ä . Then
1. The complementarity condition is satisfied at  Ä if and only if g ¯© :?A:Sj converges to zero.
2. Assume further that the Kuhn-Tucker condition with the strict complementarity is satisfied at  Ä .
Then, for sufficiently large
Y
and any P such that ﬂ Ä
Q
 0,
a 2 b sgn  ﬂ :
Q
=p:
Q
b 0 d
Moreover, nA:  ?A: for sufficiently large
Y
.
3. Assume further that the strict complementarity holds at §Ä . Then dual feasibility holds at Ä if and
only if g ¯© :~¨n:BSj converges to zero.
Proof. We consider each result in order.
1. Let ç èg P : ﬂ Ä
Q
 0 j and éKÄ be any vector such that éÄ

 0, if  ¡HJç and éKÄ

is either 0 or 2 if

Hvç . Recall the definition (1.2) of sgn . It is clear that, if g ¯© :@?A:j converges to zero, then
Eê
Ä
a
?IÄ
F
=
Ä
@?
Ä


a
EX
 
Ä


Ä sgn  ﬂ Äﬃ a éKÄﬃ
0
F
d
for some éKÄ . From (2.3) and (3.1), complementarity holds at Ä .
On the other hand, assume that the complementarity conditions are satisfied at  Ä . Hence there
exists = Ä @? Ä  such that
Eê
Ä
a
?
Ä
F
=
Ä
@?
Ä


a
EX
 
Ä


Ä sgn  ﬂ Ä/
0
F
d
Then it is clear that
E

Ä
a
?IÄ
F
@=
Ä
@?
Ä


é
Ä


a
E

 
Ä


Ä sgn  ﬂ Äﬃ a éKÄﬃ
0
F
d
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Since there are finite number of such é~Ä and sgn  ﬂ : equals sgn  ﬂ Äﬃ a éKÄ for some éKÄ , we conclude
that g ¯© :>@?A:BSj converges to zero.
2. Under the full rank assumption (AS.1) and the limit  Ä being a Kuhn-Tucker point with the strict
complementarity, there is a unique solution to
E

Ä
a
? Ä
F3ë
Ä

a

 
Ä
" with
ë
Ä


sgn  ﬂ Ä

#" if ﬂ Ä

¡
 0 "
and a 1 b
ë
Ä
Q
b 1, if ﬂ Ä
Q
 0.
From the first result proved, lim :ﬃì
6
¯
©
:>?A:
 0. This is equivalent to
lim
:ﬃì
6
E

:
a
?A:
F
@=p:?A:

sgn  ﬂ :1  a

 
Ä
d
Since
E

Ä
a
?ÊÄ
F
has full rank, g =:p@?A:B

sgn  ﬂ :Sj converges to
ë
Ä . Thus, for sufficiently large
Y
,
for any P such that ﬂ Ä
Q
 0, a 1 bÚ=p:
Q
@?A:B

sgn  ﬂ :
Q
àb 1 or equivalently
a 2 b sgn  ﬂ :
Q
1=p:
Q
@?A:àb 0 d
In addition, by definition (2.5) of n: , it is clear that nC:  ?A: for sufficiently large Y .
3. Using the above result, if  Ä is a Kuhn-Tucker point with strict complementarity, then ns:  ?A:
for sufficiently large
Y
. Hence, g ¯© :>¨nA:j converges to zero.
Next we consider the other direction. Assume that g ¯© :¨nA:kj converges to zero and strict comple-
mentarity holds at  Ä . We show, by contradiction, that dual feasibility holds at  Ä , i.e.,  Ä ¹
where  Ä is defined by (2.4).
Assume that ÅÄ¡í and nÊÄ

 1. From g ¯© :¨nA:Sj converging to zero, it is clear that there exists
some vector éKÄ , satisfying éKÄ

 0, if ﬂ Ä

¡
 0 and éKÄ

equals either 0 or 2, such that
E,
Ä
a
n
Ä
F
=
Ä
¨n
Ä


a
EX
 
Ä


Ä
 sgn  ﬂ Ä  a é Ä 
0
F
d
Hence =Ä

¨nÊÄﬃ
 0. But it is clear that
E

Ä
a
?
Ä
F
=
Ä
¨n
Ä


a
E

 
Ä


Ä
 sgn  ﬂ Ä  a é Ä 
0
F
d
If é>Ä

 0, this implies that the strict complementarity is violated. Hence zÄ } .
Assume that éKÄ

 2. Since complementarity is satisfied at Ä , we have
E

Ä
a
?
Ä
F
@=
Ä
@?
Ä


é
Ä


a
E

 
Ä


Ä
 sgn  ﬂ Ä  a é Ä 
0
F
d(3.2)
But either =Ä

?ÊÄﬃCb
a 2 or =Ä

@?ÊÄﬃ
Z
0. This means that =Ä@?IÄﬃ

éKÄ

¡

=ÄB¨nIÄS
 0. This
contradicts to the uniqueness of the solution to the equations (3.2) due to the full rank assumption.
Therefore, ?Ä  nÊÄ . In other words, dual feasibility is satisfied at §Ä .
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This proof is completed.
Lemma 3.2 indicates that, to establish satisfaction of the complementarity condition, we only need
to prove that g ¯© :@?A:BSj converges to zero. In addition, assuming that g ¯© :@?A:BSj converges to zero, dual
feasibility is satisfied at every limit point if g ¯© :¨nA:Sj converges to zero.
Let ¯
î denote the Hessian of the quadratic in the trust region subproblem (2.14) and î : denote the
projected Hessian below:
¯
î
:
def
E
¬z: 0
0
Ë
:
F
and î : def
E
³
:
¯
³
:
F
¦
¯
î
:
E
³
:
¯
³
:
F
"(3.3)
where +
³
: ; ¯
³
:k2 is an orthonormal basis as defined in (2.12).
We subsequently assume that g ¬®:Rj is uniformly bounded: there exists âðï Z 0 such that ﬀ ¬´: ﬀ 2 irâï .
If ¬z: 

2
 
:


2ﬀﬃﬂ
:
ﬀ
1 
 
0
Q	° 1 =p: Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
, this condition is satisfied under the compactness assumption
of f , the full rank assumption (AS.1) and twice continuous differentiability of ﬂ  and
 
 . If g ¬X:Rj is
uniformly bounded, the level set is compact and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds, then there exists
âñ
Z
0 such that
ﬀ
¯
î
:
ﬀ
irâ
ñ
d(3.4)
Now we prove a useful technical lemma. Recall that ¯© : ò+ © : ; ªp:#2 is defined by (2.6).
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that ó:ô}â 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2 for some â 1
Z 0 and õS: is any vector in $ % with õ
¦
:
©
:Êi 0.
Moreover, ﬂ * and
 
 are continuously differentiable, g ¬ö:>j is uniformly bounded, the level set is compact
and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. Then, there exists â 0
Z 0 such that,
min
0 ÷ × ÷ min ø ∆
Ð
È ù
ÐSú
Ö
õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2

1
2 Ö
2 ¯
©
¦
:
¯
î
: ¯
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ 2
2
i
1
2 min 
∆ :
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"
â 0
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"1â 1 1õ
¦
:
©
:Rd
Proof. Let Ö Ä
:
be the minimizer of ûzÖ in + 0 " min  ∆ :R"Sóp:2 , where we consider
min
0 ÷ × ÷ min ø ∆
Ð
È ù
Ð
ú
ûzÖ
def
Ö
õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2

1
2
Ö
2 ü
:>" where ü : def ¯
©
¦
:
¯
î
: ¯
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ 2
2
d
If Ö Ä
:
H
+ 0 " min  ∆ :K"Sóp: , then ü : 0 (thus ¯©
¦
:
¯
î
: ¯
©
:C 0) and
Ö
Ä
:

a
õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
ü
:
d
Using ü :Xi ﬀ ¯î : ﬀ iÍâñ and õ
¦
:
©
:Ci 0, we have
ûzÖ
Ä
:


1
2
õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
ü
:
i
1
2
õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
ﬀ
¯
î
:
ﬀ
i
1
2
õ
¦
:
©
:
â
ñ
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
d
Assume ÖÄ
:
 ∆ : . Then ∆ :ýi a þ Ò Ðß Ð  ¯
ß
Ð
 
2 
Ð
. Since ü : ∆ :ýi aJþ ÒÐß Ð  ¯
ß
Ð
 
2
when ü :
Z
0, and ûz ∆ :Bôi ∆ : þ Ò Ðß Ð  ¯
ß
Ð
 
2
otherwise, we have
ûz ∆ :Bài 1
2
∆ : õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
d
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Assume Ö Ä
:

óp: . Then ó:ýi a þ Ò Ð ß Ð  ¯
ß
Ð
 
2 
Ð
. Since ü :óp:Ji aeþ ÒÐ ß Ð  ¯
ß
Ð
 
2
when ü :
Z 0, and ûzóp:Êi óp: þ Ò Ð ß Ð  ¯
ß
Ð
 
2
otherwise, using the assumption ó:\râ 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2, we have
ûz@óp:±i
1
2
óp:
õ
¦
:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
i
1
2
â 1 õ
¦
:
©
:>d
In conclusion, letting â 0
 1

, we have
min
0 ÷ × ÷ min ø ∆
Ð
È ù
Ð ú
ûzÖ i
1
2
min  ∆ :
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"
â 0
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"1â 1 õ
¦
:
©
:>d
This completes the proof.
The following result expresses (AC.1) in a manageable form. It is similar to Lemma (4.8) in [13].
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that the level set f  g  : ϒ yi ϒ * 0 Sj is compact,
ﬂ
* and
 
 are
continuously differentiable, g ¬´:>j is uniformly bounded and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. Then
there exists â 0 "<â 1
Z 0 such that
Ψ Ä
:
+ ©
:>@?A:Bﬃ"Sªp:>@?A:B2i
1
2
min  ∆ :
ﬀ
¯
©
:>@?A:B
ﬀ
2
"
â 0
ﬀ
¯
©
:>?A:
ﬀ
2
"<â 1 #

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :1
¦
©
:~@?A:
where Ψ Ä
:
is defined by (2.17).
Proof. In this proof, we assume the dependence on ?s: and drop it from the notation, i.e., © : defä© :>@?A:B
etc.
We estimate Ψ Ä
:
+ ©
:R"Sªp:#2 . Define ûz*Ö : $Í',$ as the following quadratic:
ûzÖ
def
Ö§

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
¦
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2

1
2
Ö
2
©
¦
:
¬z:
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ 2
2

1
2
Ö
2 ª
¦
:
Ë
:ªp:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ 2
2
d
Equivalently, we have
ûzÖ

Ö


 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
¦
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2

1
2 Ö
2 ü
:>" where ü : def ¯
©
¦
:
¯
î
: ¯
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ 2
2
d
Let
Î§:

min g a
ﬂ
:
Q

ﬂ
:
¦
Q
G{:
: a
ﬂ
:
Q

ﬂ
:
¦
Q
GR:
Z 0 " 1 iuP3iuLJj with GR: 
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
d
It is clear that ûzÖ  Ψ :KÖ © :>"<Öªp:k when Öyi min @Î:R" ∆ :B . Hence, by definition (2.17),
Ψ Ä
:
+ ©
:R"Sªp:#2

min
0 ÷ × ÷ min ø ∆
Ð
È 
Ðﬃú
ûzÖ#"
Since

ﬂ
:
¦
Q
G{:

?A:
QQ

Ð
 
¯
ß
Ð
 
2
, ªp:

?A:B=p: using (3.1), we have

ﬂ
:
¦
Q
GR:

a
?A:
2
QÝQ
=p:
Q
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
d
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From Lemma 3.1, there exists âã
Z
0 such that ﬀ =: ﬀ 2 irâã . We have
Î§:Íâ 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2 " where â 1

1
âã
d(3.5)
Applying Lemma 3.3 with õﬃ: 

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ : ,
min
0 ÷ × ÷ min ø ∆
Ð
È 
Ð ú
ûzÖ i
1
2
min  ∆ :
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"
â 0
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"1â 1 #

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
¦
©
:Kd
Hence
Ψ Ä
:
+ ©
:K"Sªp:#2i
1
2
min  ∆ :
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"
â 0
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"1â 1 #

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
¦
©
:Kd
The proof is completed.
From (3.1), we have


 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
¦
©
:

a
ﬀ
¯
©
:@?A:B
ﬀ 2
2 d
If condition (AC.1) is satisfied, then
Γ :>@M/:àiáÙ
Ï
Ç Ψ Ä
:
+ ©
:>@?A:Bﬃ"ªp:K@?A:2i
a
Ù
Ï
Ç
2 min  ∆ :R"1â 0 "1â 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:>@?A:B
ﬀ
2 
ﬀ
¯
©
:K@?A:
ﬀ
2 d(3.6)
Assume that :ﬃ 1

:

l: is a successful step. Lemma 3.4 implies that
ϒ :k a ϒ :ﬃ 1 3 a q Γ :~@M#:B3
Ù
Ï
Ç
q
2
min  ∆ :R"1â 0 "1â 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:K@?A:
ﬀ
2 
ﬀ
¯
©
:>?A:
ﬀ
2 d(3.7)
This inequality is important for the convergence proof.
Next, in Theorem 3.6, we prove that the complementarity condition is satisfied at every limit point of
g
:j . We first prove that there exists a limit point satisfying complementarity. The proof of the following
lemma is a slight modification of Theorem (4.10) in [13].
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that the level set f  g  : ϒ yi ϒ * 0 Sj is compact,
ﬂ
* and
 
 are
continuously differentiable, g ¬´:>j is uniformly bounded and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. Assume
further that ϒ :

l:
a ϒ :B  Γ :>@M/:
eÆ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
 and g M/:Rj and g l:{j are generated by TRASM in FIG.
1, if Γ :>@M/: satisfies (AC.1), then
lim inf
:ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:>@?A:
ﬀ
2
 0 d(3.8)
Proof. We show that gﬀ ¯© :>@?A:{ ﬀ 2 j is not asymptotically bounded away from zero by contradiction.
Assume that there is an 
Z
0 such that ﬀ ¯© :>@?A: ﬀ 2  for all sufficiently large
Y
. We first prove that
6
¯
:
° 1
∆ :b

	
d(3.9)
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If there are a finite number of successful iterations then ∆ :ﬃ 1 i w 1∆ : for all
Y
sufficiently large and then
(3.9) clearly holds. Assume that there is an infinite sequence g Y Q@j of successful iterations. From (3.7),
ﬀ
¯
 
:
ﬀ
2  and
g ϒ :BSj is monotonically decreasing and bounded below, we have
6
¯
Q¨° 1
∆ :  b

	
d
Now the updating rules of TRASM in FIG. 1 imply that
6
¯
:
° 1
∆ :i  1

w 2
1 a w 1

6
¯
Q	° 1
∆ :  d
Therefore, g ∆ :Rj converges to zero.
Next we prove that (3.9) implies that g N

:
a 1 N-j converges to zero. First, using Lemma 3.1 and
ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
iáÙ
Ç ∆ : , we have
ﬀ
:ﬃ 1
a
:
ﬀ
2
äﬀ
l:
ﬀ
2 i
ﬀ
M/:
ﬀ
2 
ﬀ
l:
a
M#:
ﬀ
2
æå
 ∆ :B

å
 ∆2
:
ﬃd
Hence (3.9) shows that g :j converges and g M/:>j and g l:Rj converge to zero.
By assumption that Γ :>*:

l:
a Γ :>:B  Γ :>@M/:
ÚÆ

ﬀ
M/:
ﬀ
2  , there exists a sequence of positive
numbers g :j converging to zero such that
Nϒ :

l:B
a ϒ : a Γ :@M#:BkN  1: ﬀ M#: ﬀ 2 i1:#Ù Ç ∆ :Kd
From (3.7) and ﬀ ¯© :¨nA: ﬀ 2  , for sufficiently large Y ,
a Γ :@M/:à 12 Ù Ï
Ç ∆ :"
we readily obtain that g N

:
a 1 N-j converges to zero. The updating rule of ∆ : implies that g ∆ :Rj cannot
converge to zero. This contradicts (3.9) and establishes the result.
The next theorem establishes that g ¯© :@?A:BSj converges to zero. The proof of this theorem is similar to
that of Theorem (4.14) in More´ [13].
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that the level set f ﬁg  : ϒ si ϒ * 0 Sj is compact,
ﬂ
 and
 
 are
continuously differentiable, g ¬´:>j is uniformly bounded and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. Assume
further that ϒ :

l:
a ϒ :B  Γ :>@M/:
eÆ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
 and g M/:Rj and g l:{j are generated by TRASM in FIG.
1 and (AC.1) holds for Γ :>@M/: . Then
lim
:ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:>@?A:B
ﬀ
2
 0 d(3.10)
Proof. Again we drop the dependence on ?s: in our notation in this proof and prove the result by
contradiction. Let  1 in  0 " 1  be given and assume that lim sup :ﬃì 6
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2  1.
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For any  2 in  0 " 1  , there exist two subsequences
g
	Qj and g LQ<j with g  Qj denoting the subsequence
of all the indices with ﬀ ¯©  ﬀ 2 b and
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2  2 " LQmi
Y
br Q<"
ﬀ
¯
©

ﬀ
2 b 2 d(3.11)
Theorem 3.5 guarantees that lim inf Q ì 6 ﬀ ¯©  ﬀ 2
 0.
If the
Y
-th iteration is successful, then according to (3.7),
ϒ : a ϒ :ﬃ 1 3
1
2
Ù
Ï
Ç
q 2 min  ∆ :K"<â 0 "1â 1  2 ﬃ"äL Q i
Y
br Q d(3.12)
Since ϒ  is bounded below on f and g ϒ :BSj monotonically converges, g ϒ :B a ϒ :ﬃ 1 Sj converges
to zero. Hence g ∆ :Rj converges to zero. From ﬀ :ﬃ 1 a :
ﬀ
2 i
ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
2 
ﬀ
l:
a
M#:
ﬀ
2
æå
 ∆ :B

å
 ∆2
:
 , it
follows that, there exists  3
Z
0 such that, for sufficiently large P ,
ϒ : a ϒ :ﬃ 1 3 3
ﬀ
:ﬃ 1
a
:
ﬀ
2 "èLyQci
Y
br Q1d(3.13)
Using (3.13) and the triangle inequality,
ϒ  0   a ϒ :B3 3
ﬀ
:
a

0

ﬀ
2 "äLQci
Y
ir QÀd
Consider a subsequence of 	Q (for notational simplicity we still denote it by ¨Q ) such that g    j converges
to  Ä and g ¯©  j converges to zero. Hence complementarity holds at  Ä and g  0  j converges to  Ä . Since
the complementarity condition is satisfied at  Ä , from Lemma 3.2, g ¯©B0  j converges to zero. Hence, for P
sufficiently large,
ﬀ
¯
©B0

ﬀ
2 b 2 d
This leads to
 2 i
ﬀ
¯
©
0

ﬀ
2 b 2 " for sufficiently large i d
This is a contradiction and the proof is completed.
Next, in Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.8, we prove that g#© :ßn:BSj converges to zero.
LEMMA 3.7. Assume that the conditions in Lemma 3.6 hold. Consider any subsequence g ¯©  j gen-
erated by TRASM. Moreover the strict complementarity condition is satisfied at every limit point and
lim inf Q ì 6 ﬀ ¯©  ¨n    ﬀ 2
Z
0. Then, there exist â 0 "1â 1 "1â 2
Z
0 such that, for sufficiently large P , if Γ   @M   
satisfies (AC.2) then
a Γ   M   àeÙÛÜ Ψ Õ   + ©  ¨n   ﬃ"ª   ¨n   2áÙÛÜRâ 2 min  ∆


"<â 0 "<â 1
ﬀ
¯
©

¨n



ﬀ
2 
ﬀ
¯
©

¨n



ﬀ
2 "
where Ψ Ä
:
is defined in (2.17).
Proof. For notational simplicity, we still denote the subsequence ßQ by Y and drop the dependence on
nA: unless explicitly denoted, e.g., © : £© :>¨nA: etc.
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We estimate Ψ Õ + © :>"ªp:/2 . From definition (2.17), it is clear that
ΨÕ
:
+ ©
:"ªp:/2

min g Ψ :Ö
©
:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
"1Ö
ªp:
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
 : 0 iÍÖ4i min  ˇÎ§:>" ∆ :SjR"
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Assume that at the
Y
-th iteration,
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
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ﬂ
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:
¦
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:
" for some  d(3.14)
From definition (2.17),
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If  ¡£¢ or ?A:  nA: , then Î:râ 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2. Applying Lemma 3.3, there exist â 0 "1â 1
Z 0, such that
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©
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Now assume that ?C:ô¡ nA: and A£¢ . We first prove the inequality below:
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1
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Since g ¯© :>?A:Sj converges to zero, using (3.1), we have
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:ﬃì
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:=p:@?A:B
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Hence there exists a sequence g S: : 1:Hv$ % j converging to zero such that
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In addition lim :ﬃì
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?A:=p:~@?A:
 0. From
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a
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where g ˆ1:{j converges to zero. Since
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a
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Z
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Y
.
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From (3.14) and the assumption A£¢ ,
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From definition (2.5) of nC: and ?A:4¡ nA: , either =p:  @?A: sgn  ﬂ :   Z 0 or =p:  @?A: sgn  ﬂ :  öb a 2. Since
Î§: 0, sgn  ﬂ :#*1ªp:#mi 0. But ª:#=p:À@?A:
Z
0 for sufficiently large
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. This implies that =:/1@?A: sgn  ﬂ :#*±i
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From definition (2.5) of n and lim :ﬃì
6
¯
©
:
 0,we conclude that ﬂ Ä

 0. Using strict complementarity,
there exists Û
Z
0 such that, for sufficiently large
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,
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Since sgn  ﬂ :
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
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a 2 and g =p:~@?A:Sj is bounded, it is clear that
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From lim inf :ﬃì
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Hence, using (3.17), (3.18) and (3.20), we have
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This means that, for sufficiently large
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Since ˇÎ: 1

, applying Lemma 3.3 with õ: 
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Applying (3.21), there exists â 2 Z 0 such that 
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2, the proof is concluded.
THEOREM 3.8. Assume that the level set f ﬁg  : ϒ si ϒ * 0 Sj is compact,
ﬂ
 and
 
 are
continuously differentiable, g ¬´:>j is uniformly bounded and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. Assume
further that ϒ *:

l:
a ϒ :  Γ :>@M/:
rÆ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
 , g M/:Rj and g l:Rj are generated by TRASM in FIG.1,
(AC.1) and (AC.2) hold for Γ :>@M/: , and strict complementarity holds at every limit point. Then
lim
:ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:¨nA:
ﬀ
2
 0 d(3.22)
Proof. The proof is by contradiction and indeed very similar to Lemma 3.5. Once again, we drop the
dependence notation ¨nC:B in this proof.
We observe that the difference between Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.6 is that the inequality below
ϒ *: a ϒ :ﬃ 1 à a q Γ :>M#:3
1
2
qÙÛÜRâ 2
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2 min
g ∆ :K"1â 0 "1â 1
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2 "j
is asymptotically true only under the assumption that lim inf :ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
Z
0 d
It is straightforward to verify that
lim inf
:ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2
 0 "
since, otherwise, Lemma 3.7 applies and the same arguments of Theorem 3.6 can be applied.
We now argue that g ¯© :j converges to zero.
Assume that lim sup
:ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2  1 for some  1
Z 0.
For any  2 in  0 " 1  , there exist two subsequences
g
	Qj and g LQ<j with g  Qj denoting the subsequence
of all the indices with ﬀ ¯©  ﬀ 2 b and
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀ
2  2 " LQmi
Y
br Q<"
ﬀ
¯
©

ﬀ
2 b 2 d
Since lim inf :ﬃì
6
ﬀ
¯
©
:
ﬀà 0, we have lim inf Q ì 6 ﬀ ¯©  ﬀ 2
 0.
Consider the subsequence g ¯© : : Y  LQ1"#./.#./"1 Q a 1 j . Since
lim inf
:ﬃì
6
g
¯
©
: :
Y

LQ<"/.#././"< Q
a 1 jX 2 "
Lemma 3.7 applies. Therefore, for sufficiently large P , we have an inequality similar to (3.12) in the proof
of Lemma 3.6: If the Y -th iteration is successful, then according to Lemma 3.7,
ϒ :B a ϒ :ﬃ 1 ±uÙ
Ï
Ç
qRâ 2  2 min
g ∆ :K"1â 0 "1â 1  2 jR" LQci
Y
br Q<d
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The rest of the arguments are essentially the same as those after the inequality (3.12) in Lemma 3.6.
We have so far established that, under the strict complementarity assumption and the conditions (AC.1)
and (AC.2), both g ¯© :@?A:BSj and g ¯© :¨nA:kj converge to zero. This means that, at every limit point of
g
:j generated by TRASM in Fig. 1, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied. Next we consider the
second-order necessary conditions.
We recall the trust region subproblem (2.14). Assume that ¬ö: 

2
 
:


2ﬀﬃﬂ
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ﬀ
1 
 
0
Q¨° 1 =p: Q

2ﬂ
:
Q
.
Then the trust region subproblem (2.14) becomes:
minÇÈ É | :Mk

1
2
¿
¦Ë
:k¿
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M
a
9h:#¿
 0
ﬀ
E
M
¿
F
ﬀ
2 i ∆ :Kd
Lemma 3.4 in [11] states that, under strict complementarity, the second-order sufficiency condition is
equivalent to  Ä satisfying the first-order necessary conditions and the projected Hessian being positive
definite. Since the subspace restriction
§¦
:
M
a
?A:k¿
 0 changes at each iteration, we need to examine
the asymptotic behavior of the projected Hessian. We subsequently denote eigmin 
î
:B as the smallest
eigenvalue of the projected Hessian î : defined by (3.3).
LEMMA 3.9. Assume that the limit  Ä of g :Rj is a Kuhn-Tucker point and ¬´: 
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:
Q
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6
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î
:B± 0, then the second-order necessary condition is satisfied at  Ä .
Proof. We prove the result by contradiction. Assume that there exist M and ¿ with
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M
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:
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M
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M
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¦
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¯¿Å:
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¯
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2  
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¯¿Å:
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and gﬀ ¯î : a ¯î Ä ﬀ 2 j converges to zero. Hence lim :ﬃì 6
E
M#:
¿Å:
F
¦
¯
î
:
E
M#:
¿Å:
F
b 0. This is a contradiction
and thus the second-order necessary condition holds at Ä .
The proof is completed.
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Since the projected Hessian î Ä is positive definite at Ä if the second-order sufficiency holds at Ä
(Lemma 3.4 in [11]) and the continuity of +

ﬃ"S?v*2 ,
î
: is positive definite near  Ä .
Now we consider the second-order optimality conditions. Recall that + 8: ; Ì:k2 denotes a global solution
of the trust region subproblem (2.14). Let
E
8:
Ìﬃ:
F

E
²
:
¯
²
:
F
Ã:K"(3.23)
where
E
²
:
¯
²
:
F
is an orthonormal basis for the null space of +
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"
a
9h:#2 . Then there exists ü : 0 such that
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µ
:K"(3.24)
with ü :> ∆ : a ﬀ
E
8:
Ì:
F
ﬀ
2 
 0,
µ
: is an  -by-  an upper triangular matrix, î :

ü
:
%
is positive
semi-definite and a solution + 8: ; Ìﬃ:#2 to (2.14) satisfies (e.g.,[9]):
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äﬀ
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:Ãk:
ﬀ 2
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The above equations will be used repeatedly in the subsequent proofs.
LEMMA 3.10. Assume that (AC.3) is satisfied. Let + 8: ; Ìﬃ:k2 be a global solution to the trust region
subproblem (2.14). Then
a Γ :K@M#:{3áÙ 2
%
Û Ψ Ä
:
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8:>"Ìﬃ:#2
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µ
:kÃk:
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2 2@"
where Î: the stepsize defined by (2.16) and 8: 
E
²
:
¯
²
:
F
Ãk: as in (3.23).
Proof. Recall definition (2.17): Ψ Ä
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It is easy to see that
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"  from  3 d 27 ﬃd
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From ÖÄ
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
min  1 "Î: , ÖÄ
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Hence, from (AC.3), we have
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The proof is completed.
The following lemma provides further estimation of the reductions in the quadratic model. We empha-
size that the results hold for any subsequence generated by TRASM in FIG. 1 (consequently, it holds for the
entire sequence as well).
LEMMA 3.11. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.8 and (AC.3) hold. Furthermore, g    j is any
subsequence generated by TRASM in FIG. 1. Then, there exists â 4
Z 0 such that, for P sufficiently large,
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and if the  Q th iteration is successful, then
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Proof. For notational simplicity, we still use
Y
to denote the subsequence index 7Q .
Using Lemma 3.10,
a Γ :>@M/:à Ù 2 % Û2
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where Î§: is the stepsize along 8: as defined in (2.16):
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Following Theorems 3.6 and 3.8, g ¯© :>?A:Sj and g ¯© :K¨n:BSj converge to zero. Since strict complementarity
holds at every limit point and g :j is bounded, there exists 0 bÛöb 1 such that, for sufficiently large Y ,
N
ﬂ
:pN

min SN =:pN"N sgn  ﬂ :1=p:

2 N 
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2 Ûk{"U ò+ 1 "#./.#./" 1 2
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d
(Otherwise, there would be a degenerate limit point of g :j ).
Assume that
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for some  d
If  ¡£¢ or ?A:  nA: for sufficiently large
Y
, then it is clear that
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1
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
1Û
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d
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Assume now CÚ¢ and ?C:Ê¡ n: for an infinite subsequence. For notational simplicity, we still use the
subscript Y to denote this subsequence.
Since lim :ﬃì
6
¯
©
:~@?A:
 0, lim :ﬃì
6
?A:{=p:>@?A:
 0. In addition, when N ﬂ :  NKb1Û , we have
min SNO=p:  @?A:kN"N sgn  ﬂ :  1=p:  @?A:B

2 N 
Z
Ûd
Hence, for
Y
sufficiently large, if N ﬂ :  Nðb1Û , a 2 b sgn  ﬂ :  1=p:  ?A:ôb 0. (Otherwise, there would be
a limit point at which the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are violated.) However, since ?Ê:kv¡ n:/ , either
sgn  ﬂ :

1=p:

@?A:
Z
0 or sgn  ﬂ :

=p:

@?A:Bb
a 2. This implies that, for sufficiently large
Y
, N
ﬂ
:

Nm1Û .
Hence
Î§:
1Û
â§ã
d
Using (3.28)
a Γ :K@M#:3 Ù 2 % Û
2
+
min  1 " 1Û
â§ã

2 ü
: ∆2
:

min  1 " 1Û
â§ã

ﬀ
µ
:Ãk:
ﬀ
2 2@d
Let â 4
 ﬁﬀ


, the results are established.
We subsequently refer the step 8ﬃﬂ
:
def¹²
:Ãﬂ
:
as a Newton step for (2.14) where
î
:Ã
ﬂ
:

a
²
¦
:


 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :B1ﬃ"(3.29)
whenever the projected Hessian î : is positive definite.
Next, assuming (AC.3) is satisfied and g :{j converges to a strict complementarity point  Ä , we prove
below that asymptotically Mk:AHxz: and Γ :K@M#:B £| :>M#: .
LEMMA 3.12. Assume that the level set f og  : ϒ ôi ϒ  0 j is compact,
ﬂ
 and
 
* are
continuously differentiable, g ¬´:>j is uniformly bounded and the full rank assumption (AS.1) holds. In
addition, assume that g :j converges to  Ä satisfying Kuhn-Tucker conditions with strict complementarity.
Assume further that g>+ 8: ; Ìﬃ:#2*j converges to zero where + 8: ; Ì:2 solves (2.14). Then, for
Y
sufficiently large,
Ψ Ä
:
+
8:R"SÌ:/2báÙ
Þ Ψ Õ
:
+ ©
:R"Sªp:#2d
In addition, if (AC.3) is satisfied, then Γ :>@M/: £| :K@M#:{ and M/:CHIx´: for sufficiently large
Y
.
Proof. Under the assumption that g :{j converges to  Ä satisfying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions with
strict complementarity, following Lemma 3.2, 9¤:  ?A: , for sufficiently large
Y
.
From (3.25),

E
¬¶: 0
0
Ë
:
F

ü
:
E
8:
Ìﬃ:
F

a
E

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :{
0
F

E

:
a
?A:
F±ë
:ﬃ 1
for some
ë
:ﬃ 1 H$
0
and ü : 0.
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Since g>+ 8: ; Ìﬃ:#2*j converges to zero, this implies that
lim
:ﬃì
6
EX
 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
0
F

E)
:
a
?A:
F ë
:ﬃ 1
a
ü
:
E
8:
Ì:
F
 0 d(3.30)
Let Î§: denote the stepsize (2.16). Next we prove that
lim inf
:ﬃì
6
Î: 1 d
Assume that the subsequence g Î   j converges to lim inf :ﬃì
6
Î§: and the corresponding g ü   j converges
(possibly to

	
). For notational simplicity, we still denote Î   by g Î:j . There are two possibilities: either
the corresponding lim :ﬃì
6
ü
:


	
or lim :ﬃì
6
ü
:Xb
 	
.
First let us assume that lim :ﬃì
6
ü
:Cb
 	
. Under this assumption, from g>+ 8: ; Ìﬃ:k2j converges to zero
and (3.30),
lim
:ﬃì
6
E

 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :
0
F

E

:
a
?A:
Fàë
:ﬃ 1
 0 d
But
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6
E
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0
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:
a
?A:
F
=p:
 0 d
Hence
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:ﬃì
6
E

:
a
?A:
F

ë
:ﬃ 1
a
=p:
 0 d
From the full rank assumption (AS.1), this implies that
lim
:ﬃì
6
ë
:ﬃ 1
a
=p:
 0 d
Since

¦
:
8:

?A:Ìﬃ: , the last L equations of (3.25) state that
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:
8:

a
?
2
:

Ë
:

ü
:
0

[
1
ë
:ﬃ 1 d(3.31)
From lim :ﬃì
6
ë
:ﬃ 1
a
=p:
 0 and (3.31), we have
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:ﬃì
6
Î§:
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:ﬃì
6
a
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:ﬃì
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
N
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N
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:ﬃ 1  N
 1
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:ﬃì
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ü
:
N
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 1 d
Now we assume that lim :ﬃì
6
ü
:


	
. From (3.31), we immediately have
lim
:ﬃì
6
E)
:
a
?A:
F
ë
:ﬃ 1
ü
:
 0 d
The full rank assumption (AS.1) implies that
lim
:ﬃì
6
ë
:ﬃ 1
ü
:
 0 or equivalently lim
:ﬃì
6
ü
:
ë
:ﬃ 1

	
d
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From
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:ﬃì
6
NO=p:ﬃ>N

ü
:
N
ë
:ﬃ 1  N
"
it is clear that lim :ﬃì
6
Î§:

 	
.
Hence we conclude that lim inf :ﬃì
6
Î: 1.
Next we prove that
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Recall definition (2.17) of Ψ Õ
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If ÖKÕ
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+ ©
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Hence, again, we have
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i.e., (3.32) holds. From min  1 "SÎ:Bà min  1 "SÎ§: 2, we have
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Using (3.32) and lim inf :ﬃì
6
Î§: 1, we have for 0 beÙÞ®b 1, and Y sufficiently large,
Ψ Ä
:
+
8:R"SÌ:/2báÙ
Þ Ψ Õ
:
+ ©
:R"Sªp:#2d
If, in addition, (AC.3) is satisfied, then it immediately follows that Γ :K@M#:B U| :M#: and M/:áHæxz: for
sufficiently large
Y
. The proof is completed.
Before we state the second-order convergence result, we quote Lemma (4.10) in [14] below.
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LEMMA 3.13. Let Ä be an isolated limit point of a sequence g :j in $3% . If g :{j does not converge
then there is a subsequence  
 
which converges to  Ä , and an 
Z
0 such that
ﬀ


 
 1
a


 
ﬀ
/d
The next theorem indicates that the first-order and second-order necessary conditions can be satisfied.
THEOREM 3.14. Assume that ﬂ  and
 
 are twice continuously differentiable on the compact level
set f . Assume further that ϒ :

l:B
a ϒ *:k  Γ :>@M/:
rÆ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ
 and g M#:>j and g l:j are generated by
TRASM in FIG. 1. then
1. If the condition (AC.1) is satisfied, the sequence g ¯© :?A:Sj converges to zero;
2. If the conditions (AC.1) and (AC.2) are satisfied and strict complementarity holds at every limit
point, then
(a) The sequence g ¯© :¨nA:Sj converges to zero;
(b) If, in addition, (AC.3) is satisfied, then
% There is a limit point  Ä at which the projected Hessian
î
Ä is positive semi-definite;
% If  Ä is an isolated limit point, then the projected Hessian
î
Ä is positive semi-definite;
% If the projected Hessian
î
Ä is nonsingular at some isolated limit point  Ä of g :j , then
the projected Hessian
î
Ä is positive definite. Moreover, if Ψ :@M/:R"À¿Å:öb£Ù 0Ψ Ä:
+
8:>"Ìﬃ:#2
for some Ù 0
Z 0 and sufficiently large Y , then g :j converges to  Ä , all iterations are
eventually successful and g ∆ :>j is bounded away from zero.
Proof. We prove each result in order.
1. The sequences g ¯© :@?A:BSj converges to zero: this has been proved in Theorems 3.6.
2. Now we assume, additionally, that (AC.2) is satisfied and strict complementarity holds at every
limit point.
(a) The sequence g ¯© :>¨nA:j converges to zero: this has been proved in Theorem 3.8.
(b) Now assume further that (AC.3) is also satisfied.
% Consider first the case when lim inf :ﬃì
6
ü
:
 0, where ü : is defined by (3.24). Let
eigmin 
î
: denote the minimum eigenvalue of î : . Since ü : max  a eigmin 
î
:ﬃ" 0  ,
lim inf :ﬃì
6
max  a eigmin 
î
:ﬃ" 0   0. Hence lim inf :ﬃì
6
eigmin 
î
:J 0. Using
Lemma 3.9, there exists a limit point  Ä at which î Ä is positive semi-definite.
Next we prove lim inf :ﬃì
6
ü
:
 0 by contradiction. Assume that ü :á& Z 0 for
sufficiently large
Y
. First we show that g ∆ :Rj converges to zero.
Using Lemma 3.11, for sufficiently large Y ,
a Γ :@M#:B3
Ù 2
%
Û
2
min  1 "<â 4  2 ü : ∆2: d(3.33)
Moreover, for sufficiently large
Y
and successful iterations
ϒ : a ϒ *:ﬃ 1 
Z
Ù 2
%
Û
2
q min  1 "1â 4  2 ü : ∆2: d(3.34)
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The rest of arguments are similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5. If there are finite number
of successful iterations, g ∆ :Rj converges to zero. Otherwise, let g 	QÀj be the infinite
sequence of successful iterations. The inequality (3.34) and the fact that g ϒ :>:BSj
converges imply that
6
¯
Q¨° 1
∆2  q min  1 "<â 4  2 ü


b
	
d
Since lim inf :ﬃì
6
ü
:
Z
0, g ∆ :>j converges to zero. Furthermore, g :{j converges from
ﬀ
:ﬃ 1
a
:
ﬀ
2
ﬁå
 ∆ :{ . Using ﬀ M/: ﬀ 2 iUÙ Ç ∆ : ,
ﬀ
8:
ﬀ
2 i ∆ : and
ﬀ
Ìﬃ:
ﬀ
2 i ∆ : , we
conclude that both g Mk:Rj , g 8:j and g Ìﬃ:Rj converge to zero.
Using Lemma 3.12, for
Y
sufficiently large Γ :K@M#:{ ﬁ| :@M/: and M#:£Híxz: . From
Theorem 2.1, we have
Nϒ :

l:
a ϒ : a | :M#:N 
Æ

ﬀ
M#:
ﬀ 2
ﬃd
This relation, ﬀ Mk: ﬀ iòÙ Ç ∆ : , (3.33), lim inf :ﬃì
6
ü
:
Z
0 and g M#:>j converging to zero
imply that g N

:
a 1 NDj converges to zero. In other words, the entire sequence g

:Rj
converges to unity. According the trust region size updating rules, g ∆ :Rj cannot converge
to zero, which is a contradiction.
In conclusion, lim inf :ﬃì
6
ü
:
 0. Hence there exists a limit point with the projected
Hessian î Ä positive semi-definite.
% If g :>j converges to  Ä , the result follows from above. If g :Rj does not converge then
Lemma 3.13 applies. Thus, if g  
 
j is the subsequence guaranteed by Lemma 3.13 then
∆ 
 

1
')(
 , for some 
Z 0. From Lemma 3.11, g ü 
 
j converges to zero. Thus the
projected Lagrangian Hessian î Ä is positive semi-definite.
% Since  Ä is an isolated limit point, the projected Lagrangian Hessian î Ä is positive
definite following (b).
Consider any subsequence of g :~j which converges to the isolated limit §Ä (for simplicity
of notation, we still use the subscript
Y ).
From Lemma 3.12, for
Y
sufficiently large,
Ψ Ä
:
+
8:{"Ìﬃ:k2buÙÞ Ψ Õ
:
+ ©
:R"Sªp:#2d
But (AC.3) holds, hence Γ : £| :>@M/: , M/:CHIxz: for Y sufficiently large. Moreover, using
Lemma 3.2, 9h:  ?A: for sufficiently large
Y
.
Since ?C:k¿Å: a

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 0, there exists Ã: such that
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By assumption that Ψ :@M/:K"À¿Å:àiáÙ 0Ψ Ä:
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8:R"SÌ:/2 , Ψ :@M/:R"À¿Å:3b 0. From definition (2.7),
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the projected Lagrangian Hessian î : is positive definite,
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whenever the projected Lagrangian Hessian î : is positive definite. But g² ¦
:


 
:


: sgn  ﬂ :{1Sj converges to zero. We conclude that lim :ﬃì
6
Ãk:
 0. Hence g M/:Rj and
g>+
8: ; Ìﬃ:#2*j converge to zero. Following Lemma 3.13, the entire sequence g :>j converges
to  Ä .
Next we prove that g ∆ :Rj is bounded away from zero. Assume that  Z 0 is a lower
bound on the eigenvalues of î : . Let 8: }² :kÃ "
:
.
Using Lemma 3.11, for sufficiently large
Y
,
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From (3.24),
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Recall that, whenever î : is positive definite,
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Let * be an upper bound on the condition number of î : . From ²
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whenever Newton step exists, using (3.29) and (3.35),
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ﬀ
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ﬀ
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Hence, using (3.36), (AC.3), ﬀ Ã: ﬀ 2 iáÙ Ç ∆ : and the above inequality, there exists ¯ Z 0
such that
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Using Theorem 2.1,
Nϒ :

l:
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From a | :@M/:à ¯ ﬀ Ã: ﬀ 22,

:
Z
t for
Y
sufficiently large.
We immediately conclude that g ∆ :Rj is bounded away from zero.
In conclusion, all the results hold.
The local analysis of the method will be presented in a subsequent paper. Nonetheless, Theorem 3.14
indicates that Newton steps will be eventually successful and Maratos effect will not occur. We believe that
the method is locally superlinearly convergent.
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4. Conclusion. In this paper, we give a succinct description of the trust region affine scaling method
(TRASM) proposed in [11] for solving a nonlinear  1 problem (1.1) and present a global convergence
analysis of this algorithm. Similar to analysis of trust region methods for unconstrained minimization,
strong convergence results are obtained in an elegant fashion.
Sufficient decrease conditions (AC.1), (AC.2) and (AC.3) are proposed for optimality. The condition
(AC.1) uses the projected gradient © :K@?A: as a benchmark and ensures complementarity. The condition
(AC.2) uses the projected gradient © :K¨nA: and is necessary for dual feasibility. The condition (AC.3)
is necessary for second-order optimality. In addition, Theorem 3.14 indicates that Newton steps will be
eventually successful and Maratos effect will not occur.
Some preliminary computational results are presented in [11]. Our real objective is to develop a
method which is capable of computing a solution for a nonlinearly constrained problem efficiently and
reliably. Further investigation is needed to explore efficient computational implementation.
The local analysis of the method is also under investigation. We believe that the method is locally
superlinearly convergent; This is certainly consistent with our computational observation.
In the large scale setting, it may be impractical to perform a correction step and one may choose to
skip correction steps of TRASM in FIG. 1 entirely or partially. The resulting algorithm (without correction
steps) retains the first order convergence result but the second-order convergence properties will not be
guaranteed.
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